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1. Introduction. We are given the eigenvalues Xn and eigenvectors

un of a completely continuous positive operator L in a Hubert space

£>. The problem is to determine the eigenvalues of the projection L'

of L into a subspace ®.2

The method of Weinstein [l]3 gives upper bounds for these eigen-

values. If (pi, p2, ■ ■ ■ ) is any complete set of vectors in the space

(i) ? = §e®,

the mth intermediate problem is to determine the eigenvalues X^

of the projection of L into the space

(2) §e {pi, •■■ ,pm\.

By the minimax principle, we have

(3) \T = X¿,

so that the solutions of the mth intermediate problem provide upper

bounds for the eigenvalues X„'. The method of Weinstein consists of

explicitly solving the mth intermediate problem in terms of the

known eigenvalues and eigenvectors of L.

It has been shown (Aronszajn and Weinstein [l]; Aronszajn [l, p.

476; 2, pp. 30-35]) that for each fixed n, and for any complete

sequence (pi, p2, ■ ■ ■),

(4) lim X„    = X„.

We are here concerned with the speed of this convergence, that is,

with an estimate of the error

(5) Xn    — XB.
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1 We make the convention that the projection of an operator into a subspace is

restricted to this subspace, so that the domain of ¿' is ©.

3 The formulation of the method in Hubert space as here presented was given

for a special operator by Aronszajn and Weinstein [l], and for the general operator

by Aronszajn [l; 2].
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2. The error estimate. The upper bounds X„m), and hence the errors

(5), depend upon the sequence (pu p2, • ■ ■ ). We obtain our error

estimate by choosing4

(6) pn = projection into ty of u„.

(pi, p2, • • • ) is clearly complete in ty since («i, u2, ■ ■ ■ ) is complete

in ^>. We shall show that with the choice (6) of the vectors pn,

i"7\ \<m)        \ '  <r
(7) \„      - A, S Am+1.

Thus, the known eigenvalue Xm+i is a uniform estimate of the error

(5). Since L is completely continuous, this error estimate can be

made arbitrarily small by choosing m sufficiently large.

In proving the inequality (7), we make use of the following in-

equality given by N. Aronszajn [l, p. 476, Corollary I']. For any

mth intermediate problem,

(8) xT'áXi + M,

where ¡i is the largest eigenvalue of the projection of L into

tyO{pi, • • ■ , Pm], that is,

(9) M = max (Lp, p)/(p, p).

For a general sequence {pn\, M ¡s unknown so that (8) does not

give an error estimate. However, for the choice (6) of the vectors

pn we can estimate ju. We have, for p in tyQ{piy ■ ■ ■ , pm\,

(10) (p, Un) = (p,pn) = 0, n = 1, ■ ■ ■ , m.

Then, by the minimax principle,

(11) (Lp, p)/(p, p) = Xm+1 for p E y O {pi,--- , pm)

and so, by (9),

(12) M =~ Xro+i.

Combining (12) with (8) gives the error estimate (7).

3. Optimum property of the estimate. The error estimate (7) is

uniform with regard to the eigenvalues and moreover depends only on

the eigenvalues X„ of L. We now show that it is the best error esti-

mate for the mth intermediate problem having these two properties.

4 It is easily verified that, if L and L' have no common eigenvectors, this sequence

is a "suite privilégiée" in the terminology of Weinstein [l].

The explicit construction of the projection in (6) in specific cases will be discussed

in another paper.
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Suppose pm is such an error estimate. Since it depends only on the

eigenvalues of L, it must be valid for all projections L' of L. Take for

L' the projection into the space

(13) {ur, ur+i, ■ ■ ■ j.

Obviously, we have for this V

(14) XÍ = Xr.

By the minimax principle, we find that for any mth intermediate

problem

(15) XÍ"0 â Wi.

Subtracting (14) from this gives

(16) Xi'"" - X'i = Xm+i - Xr.

(17) y.m = Xim> - Xi,

by definition of pm, and hence by (16) and (17),

(18) ßm 2; Xm+i — Xr.

But r is arbitrary and Xr—>0 as r—►<». Therefore,

(19) ixm ̂  Xm+i,

which proves the optimum property of Xm+i.

4. Remarks on the Rayleigh-Ritz method. In the Rayleigh-Ritz

method as generalized by Aronszajn [l ; 2], the eigenvalues and eigen-

functions of the projection L' of L are assumed to be known and the

eigenvalues of L are sought. When L' is the projection of L into a

finite space, this reduces to the ordinary Rayleigh-Ritz method.

Aronszajn indicated that the same inequality from which (8) is

obtained may also lead to an error estimate for the Rayleigh-Ritz

method. However, the error term in this case involves the maximum

of (Lp, p)/(p, p) in a space outside the domain of L', so that this

estimate cannot be obtained in terms of the eigenvalues of L'.

In fact, no such estimate is possible. For the eigenvalues of L' in

no way determine the behavior of L outside the domain of L'.

However, the situation is different if one knows the eigenvalues

and eigenvectors not only of the projection L' of L into & but also of

the extension5 L" of L into a space © such that

s That is, L" is completely continuous and L = L" in §/^\®.
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(20) @DU = §e®.

We let the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of L" be w„" and X„". We

choose as the wth constraint vector pn to be relaxed by the general-

ized Rayleigh-Ritz method the projection of w„" into $. The

generalized Rayleigh-Ritz method enables us to calculate the eigen-

values Xim) of the projection of L into ®®{pi, • • • , pm] in terms of

the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of V. By the definition of eigen-

values, we find that for our choice of pn,

(21) max (Lp, p)/(p, p) = xl'+i-
pe$ei©eip..---,pm]i

Aronszajn's inequality then gives

But the X4!") are now lower bounds for the X„, so that

(22) Xn =" X„    + Xm+i, n = 1, 2,

(23) xTáX.áXr + X^x.

Thus, for the special case where the eigenvalue problems of L in

both @ and a space containing 'iß are solved, we can obtain the uni-

form error estimate X4'+i for the lower bounds given by the mth inter-

mediate problem of the generalized Rayleigh-Ritz method. This is

done by choosing as the wth constraint to be released the projec-

tion of the eigenvector u" of L". If ©DC1, an alternative to the

Weinstein method using projections and the Rayleigh-Ritz method is

thus obtained.
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